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Introduction 
In the paper Flagg/Myhill [3], we developed a type-free formal system (EFL) 
extending second-order arithmetic with full comprehension and the axiom of 
dependent choices. The underlying semantical theory for this system is based on 
the notion of 'N-standard Frege structure' due to Aczel [1]. The main feature of 
(EFL), beyond a natural codification of Frege structures i the presence of a new 
comprehension principle. Informally this principle says that if A is a discrete 
class, then any functional relation with domain A is represented by a function of 
the system. A class is discrete if the equality relation restricted to it has a 
characteristic function. 
We can develop a considerable amount of analysis within (EFL). However, as 
Feferman [2] observes, to formalize ordinary mathematical practice we need full 
comprehension also for type one objects. Thus, as a foundation for mathematics, 
(EFL) is inadequate. 
In the last section of Flagg/MyhiU [3] we proposed extensions of (EFL) which 
would be more satisfactory from a fundational point of view. Essentially, these 
extensions consist of adding axioms asserting that the collection of discrete classes 
is closed under the natural set theoretic onstructions needed in practice, e.g., 
disjoint unions, products and exponentials. The purpose of the present paper is to 
show the consistency of these extended systems. The argument requires a new 
model of the lambda calculus. To motivate the construction of this model it will 
be helpful to briefly review our consistency proof for (EFL). 
For a Frege structure over Scott's lattice-theoretic model D~ (el. [6]) a class is 
discrete if and only if it represents a discrete subspace of D® in the topological 
sense. Since D® is an injective To space in its Scott topology, any function from a 
discrete subspace to the model extends to a continuous function on the whole 
space and can therefore be represented by an element. This suffices to validate 
the comprehension principle. However the collection of discrete subspaces of D~ 
does not have the proper closure properties to model the proposed extensions of 
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(EFL). To see this, let • denote the collection of combinatory natural numbers of 
Doo. The natural internal representation f the set of functions from ~ to ~ is 
given by the set 
[N--'~ ~] = {u ~ Do; Vn e ~ ((un) ~ ~)} 
Since Do is isomorphic to its own function space, and this function space is 
topologized as a subspace of the Tychonoff product, [~-~ ~], as a subspace of Do 
is equivalent (up to extensional equahty) to Baire space. In particular, [~--~ t~] is 
not discrete. 
Recall that Scott's original construction of the model Do took place within the 
category of injective T0-spaces. Our idea to remedy the above problem is to 
abandon this category in favor of one in which all finite types are computed just 
as in the category of sets. The category of injective To-spaces of 'power' r,  where 
r is some large regular cardinal, has this property. A space has power r if the 
intersection of fewer than r open sets is open. Because products must be given 
box topologies in place of Tyconoff topologies if they are to have power r,  a 
'small' product of discrete spaces will be discrete. In this setting box products 
have the appropriate universal property to make them products in the categorical 
sense. Consequently spaces of continuous functions topologized in this way 
behave properly as exponentials. 
As Scott observed, the study of injective spaces is greatly facilitated by 
developing a lattice-theoretic representation. I  the present setting this leads to 
the notion of a K-continuous lattice. The first part of the paper develops ome of 
the basic properties of these lattices and the corresponding Scott topology. All of 
this is a routine generalization of the material in [4]. Nevertheless, we have 
included proofs whenever they are not literal translations. 
With the algebraic tools at hand, it can be shown that the categories considered 
contain nontrivial objects isomorphic to their own function spaces. The basic idea 
of the proof is again taken from Scott and consists of iterating the function space 
construction. However, to-iterations will not suffice to give a fixed point in this 
case and the presence of limit ordinals in the iteration introduces certain 
complications not present in Scott's original construction. 
We would like to thank Bill Lawvere and John Myhill for many helpful 
conversations on the material presented here. 
1. Inductive posets 
Suppose (X, ~<) is a poset. A subset S of X is said to be r-directed if every 
subset So of S of cardinaiity less than r has an upper bound in S. 
1.1. Definition. (1) A poset X is said to be r-inductive if it has sups of all 
r-directed subsets. 
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(2) A map f:X--> Y between x-inductive posets is said to be continuous if it 
preserves x-directed sups: 
f(V s) = V i f (x) :x ~ s} 
for all x-directed subsets S of X. 
Let x-lP denote the category of r-inductive posets and continuous maps. This 
is the category in which most of the constructions below will take place. Our first 
task is to show r- IP  is cartesian closed. 
1.2. Lenuna. Let {ei}i~l be a family of x-inductive posets. Then the product 
P-  I l  ei 
ieI 
is x-inductive when ordered componentwise. Moreover, sups of x-directed sets in 
P are also computed componentwise: 
(V S)i = V Xi' 
x~S 
where S is a x-directed subset of P. 
The canonical maps 
:r/:II e /~ P, 
are evidently continuous and make 17I P/the product of the family {ei}i~I in the 
category x-IP. 
1.3. Proposition. x-lP has arbitrary products. 
Let D and Q be x-inductive posets. The set of all continuous functions 
f:P.--> Q inherits a natural partial ordering from Q, 
f<-g ¢¢, Vx ~e(f(x)<~g(x)). 
We will denote the resulting poset by [P--+ Q]. 
1.4. Lemma. [P--> Q] is a x-inductive poset. 
ProoL It will suffice to show that the pointwise sup of a x-directed family S of 
continuous maps is continuous. So let 
f =,a.x. V f(-). .f~S 
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Suppose T is a x-directed subset of P. Then 
t(v,)- vi(vxl 
feS  kxcT I 
=V Vfx= V Vf(x) 
f~S xeT  x¢T  fe'S 
as required. 
1.5. Lemma. Suppose Po, P1 and Q are x-inductive posets. Then a function 
f : Po X P1---> a 
is continuous iff it is continuous in each variable separately. 
Proof. Cf. [6, Proposition 2.6]. 
As an immediate consequence of (1.5), we see that the evaluation map 
ev:[P--->Q] x P--->Q, 
defined by 
ev(f, x )=f (x ) ,  
is continuous. 
To see that x-IP is cartesian closed it will suffice to show that the map 
ev:[P-~ Q] x P-- .Q 
satisfies the followinguniversal property: 
For any continuous map g:R × P--~ Q there exists a unique continuous map 
: R ~ [P--~ Q ] such that ev(~ x 1) = g. 
RxP R 
! ! 
i x1 ,  ,~ 
[P---> Q] x P , Q [P---> Q] 
The existence and uniqueness of a map ~ such that 
ev(~ x 1 )=g 
is clear from the corresponding fact in the category of sets. Indeed ~ must be 
given by the prescription 
g(x)= ~y. g(x, y). 
The continuity of ~ is easily verified. 
1.6. Theorem. x-liP is cartesian closed. 
1.7. Definition. Let x and y be elements of the r-inductive poset P. We say x is 
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way below y, denoted by x << y, if for any x-directed subset D of P the relation 
Y ~< V D implies x ~< d for some d • D. 
The next two propositions follow easily from the definition of <<. 
1.8. Proposition. Let P be a r-inductive poset. Then for all u, x, y, z ~ P, we 
have 
(i) x << y implies x <~ y. 
(ii) u ~< x << y <~ z implies u << z. 
7: 
1.9. Proposition. Let L be a complete lattice. Then 
(i) 1 << x for each x ~ L. 
(ii) I f  IIIll < K and {xi}i~, is a family of  elements way below y, then Vi~ixi is 
also way below y. 
2. The Scott topology 
Let P be a x-inductive poset. We will call a subset U of P open if the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) If x e U and x <~ y, then y • U. 
(ii) If S is a k-directed subset of P and V S e U, then S fq U :/: O. 
One easily shows that these sets do form a topology on P. We will call this the 
Scott topology of P. The next result records two important properties of this 
topology. 
2.1. Proposition. Let P be an inductive poset. Then 
(i) The Scott topology is To. 
(ii) The intersection or fewer than x open sets is open. 
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that for each y e P the set 
{x:x y} 
is open. (ii) is clear. 
We will call a topological space satisfying (i) and (ii) above a r-space. 
2.2. Proposition. Let P and Q be x-inductive posets. A map f :P---~ Q is 
continuous in the order-theoretic sense if and only if it is continuous for the Scott 
topologies. 
We therefore obtain a functor 
27: r.IND--, x-Sp 
which is full and faithful. 
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3. Continuous lattices 
A complete lattice L is said to be r-continuous if the condition 
x=V {ueL :u<<x} 
is satisfied for all x e L. We give an alternative characterization of r-continuous 
lattices that will be useful in showing that inverse limits, computed in r - IND,  of 
r-continuous lattices are r-continuous, provided the bonding maps preserve 
arbitrary infs. 
3.1. Theorem. A complete lattice L is r-continuous if and only if the following 
condition is satisfied: 
Let {Xj, k: j e J, k eKq)}  be a family of elements in L such that {xj,/,: k e K(j) } is 
r-directed for each j e J. Then 
(DD) A V xj = V Axji0 . j6J k6g(j) f ~IIjej I~(j) jEJ 
Notice that all the sups in (DD) are r-directed. The proof of (3.1) is identical to 
the corresponding one for the case r = to, which is 1.2.3 in [4]. 
The next result establishes a key property of the relation << on a k-continuous 
lattice. 
3.2.__ Theorem. Let L be a r-continuous lattice and suppose that x << z and x ~ z. 
Then there is a y =/: z so that x << y << z. 
Proof. Using Proposition 1.9, we can argue just as for Lemmas 1.1.16 and 1.1.17 
of [4]. 
3.3. Corollary. In a continuous lattice L the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x << y. 
(ii) For each r-directed subset D of L if y ~ V D, then x << d for some d ~ D. 
Let P and Q be r-inductive posets. We will say P is a retract of Q if there are 
continuous maps 
 -tQ 
satisfying of = le. 
3.4. Theorem. Let L be a r-continuous lattice. Then L is a retract of 2 L. 
Proof. Define maps 
L f-~ 2 L 
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by the prescriptions 
f (x )=(y ;y<<z} and g(x)=V X. 
The continuity of g is trivial, that o f f  follows from 3.3. The requirement x = gf(x) 
is just the definition of x-continuous lattice. 
From (3.1), it easily follows that the product of x-continuous lattices is 
continuous. The next result therefore shows that the full subcategory of K-IND, 
whose objects are x-continuous lattices, is cartesian closed. 
3.5. Proposition. If S and T are x-continuous lattices, then the function space 
[S-'-> T] is also x-continuous. 
Based on what has been established above, the proof of (3.5) can be obtained 
by translating that of Theorem II.2.8 in [4]. 
4. Injective spaces 
A r-space D is called injective if for arbitrary x-spaces X and Y, if X ~_ Y as a 
subspace, then every continuous function f :X- ->D can be extended to a 
continuous function f :  Y--> D. 
A simple example of an injective x-space is the Sierpinski space 2 = {±, T} 
endowed with the topology making { Y } open, but { t } not open. 
4.1. Lemma. (i) Products of injective spaces are injective. 
(ii) Retracts of injective spaces are injective. 
The lemma is established by simple diagram chasing. But note that by 
products, we understand products in the category of x-spaces which are given 
'r-box topologies'. 
4.2. Lemma. For any set X, we have Z(2 x) = 2x; that is, the Scott topology on 
2 x and the x-box topology, where 2 is Sierpinski space, agree. In particular, 
Z(2 x) is injective. 
4.3. Proposition. If L is a x-continuous lattice, then 2(L)  is an injective x-space. 
Proof. By (3.4), L is a retract in x-IND of 2 L. Since Z preserves retracts, Z(L) is 
a retract of z(2L). The result follows from (4.1) and (4.2). 
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5. Projections 
Let P and Q be posets and consider a pair of monotone maps 
f:P-->Q and g:Q--->P. 
We say f is left-adjoint o g if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For all p ~ P, p ~< gf(p). 
(ii) For all q ~ Q, fg(q) <~ q. 
5.1. Theorem. Let g : Q---> P be a monotone map. If g has a left-adjoint, then g 
preserves any infs that exist in Q. 
Below we will need to consider a special type of adjunction. 
5.2. Definition. Let P and Q be x-inductive posets. A pair of continuous maps 
f:P-->Q and g:Q-->P 
is said to be a projection of Q onto P if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For all p e P, p = gf(p). 
(ii) for all q ~ Q, fg(q) <~ q. 
Since a left-adjoint to a given map is unique if it exists, we can say that 
g: Q---> P is a projection of Q onto P without amibiguity. 
The next result can be proved by a simple calculation. 
5.3. Proposition. Suppose P, Q and V are x-inductive posets and P 
projection of Q onto P. Then the pair of maps 
og= Ah. hog:[P--> VI-->[Q--> V] 
and 
of= Zk. kof  :[Q--> VI--->[P--> Vl 
forms a projection of[Q--> V] onto [P--> V]. 
~-Q is a 
6. Inverse liaits 
In our main construction below, we will need to consider limits of inverse 
systems of x-inductive posets indexed by limit ordinals. 
6.1. Definition. Let y be a limit ordinal. An inverse system of x-inductive posets 
indexed by y consists of a family {P,~}~<r of x-inductive posets together with 
continuous maps 
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for o~ ~< fl < 7, satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) For all o~ < 7, g,,~ = le~. 
(ii) For 0~ ~< fl ~< 6 < ~,, ge~ = gao~ge~. 
The inverse limits of such a system can be constructed as follows. Define 
(P~, gl3~)= (x e I-I P~;x~ = g(xa) for c~ ~< fl < )'1. lim 
< t r<y 
This evidently gives a x-inductive poset and r-directed sups are computed 
componentwise. The natural maps 
:r~" lim (P~, g,~)--> P~ 
> 
defined by 
=x.  
are continuous and they satisfy the compatability conditions 
gt~o, ~ = ~.  
Moreover, (~m P~, =,~) is universal with this property. 
6.2. Proposition. Let (L~,ga~)~<~a< v be an inverse system of r-continuous 
lattices, where each g/~ preserves infs. Then the inverse limit lim L~ is also 
r-continuous. < 
Proof. We know that the product of x-continuous lattices is r-continuous. By the 
construction of lim L,~ and the special property of the bounding maps gfloc, it is 
<___ 
clear that infs in lim L~ are computed componentwise. The proposition follows 
< 
from Theorem 3.1. 
Consider an inverse system 
where each ga,~ is a projection. Let zG" lim P~---~ P,, be the inverse limit of this 
< 
system. If we denote by f~t~ the left-adjoint to ga~, then there is a unique 
continuous map/~,,: P~ ~ lim P~, satisfying the conditions 
if O¢~fl, 
if a~ < ~6, 
for each fl < y. -"~ 
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6.3. Lemma. With the notation above, we have 
(i) For each o: < y, the pair 
Ptr ~-- lim~ Pa 
:igor ( 
is a projection of ~iml~ P# onto P~. 
(ii) For each x ~ lim~ P~, 
< 
x= V 
a~<), 
7. The model Dr 
Let x be an infinite regular cardinal. In this section we will construct an 
injective r-space Dr satisfying 
(i) ~ is a discrete subspace of D,~. 
(ii) As a r-inductive poset, 
x D.]. 
Our method is an extension of Scott's original approach [6] of iterating the 
function space operation. We make use of some simplifications introduced in [4] 
and ideas due to Plotkin and Smyth as developed in [5]. 
7.1. Lemma. Every r-continuous lattice D is a projection of  its own function 
space [D ---> D ]. 
Proof. Consider the pair of maps A- D --* [D--. D] and evA" [D ~ D]--~ D, where 
A(x)(y)=x, and ev l ( f )=f (±) .  
These maps are obviously continuous and a simple calculation shows that they 
form a projection. 
7.2. Lemma. There is a x-continuous lattice Do satisfying 
(i) Do contains • as a discrete subspace. 
(ii) Do ~ Do x Do. 
Proof. We may take Do = 2 •. 
The lattice D,~ is obtained as the inverse limit of a system (D~, ga~) of 
x-continuous lattices indexed by r, where each map g~,~, tr~<fl <k ,  is a 
projection. 
We will denote the left-adjoint o ga,~ by f,,t~. To facilitate the construction, we 
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will simultaneously define for each tea  projection ho` " [ Do` ---> Do] - *  Do` with 
left-adjoint ko` "Do`-* [Do`-* Do]. Moreover, things will be arranged so that for 
6: < a~ and r e [Do`-* Do] we have 
(#)  go`~+lho`(r) = rof .o` .  
Let Do be as in Lemma 7.2 and let h0 be the projection described in (7.1). 
For te = 6 + 1, take 
Do` = [D~ -* Do], ho` = ok~, and go`t3 =g~ o h~. 
By Proposition 3.5, Do, is r-continuous. By Proposition 5.3, ho` is a projection 
with left-adjoint °he. Evidently then each go`t3 is a projection, and together they 
still form an inverse system. It remains to verify condition (#).  So let. & < a~ and 
r e [Do` -* Do]. Then 
go`~+ lho`(r) = go`~+ l(r  o ka ) = g ~+ lh~ (r ° k~ ) = r o f ~o`. 
For tea limit, we take 
Do` = limt3<o`(D a, gate), 
< 
and 
go`a = the canonical projection, 
ho` = the unique continuous map satisfying o`t3ho`(r) = ht3(r of~o`), 
for all fl < a~ and all r e [Do`-* Do]. The compatability of this family follows from 
the condition (#).  By Proposition 6.2, Do` is a r-continuous lattice. By 
Proposition 6.3, each map go`t~ is a projection. To see that ho` is also a projection, 
we give its left-adjoint by the prescription 
ko`(x)= V xr,+l°go`t,. 
/3<o` 
Being the sup of continuous maps, ko` is continuous. For any r e [Do`-* Do], 
ko`ho`(r)= V ho`(r)t3+l°go`t~ = V ht~+1(r°f13+lo`)go`t~ 
#<o` #<o~ 
= V rft~+~t~go`a = V rf~,,,go`b ~ r. 
#<o` tko` 
To show also that 
ho`ko`(x) = x,  
first note that by condition (#),  we have for fl ~</~ 
x t3 +1go`t3 = g ~ + l ( x t3 + l ~ + l ) g o` ts = X ~ + l f l3 f3g o` 13 
= x~+lfa~g~cgo`ts <<-x~+~go`~. 
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Consequently, again using (#) ,  
g~eho~k~(x)= he(k~(x)feo~) = h e f3~< xf3+l°g~B°fl3o~ 
= hfl V x~+~g,ofi3~ =he V xf3+~f e~ 
t~<<.~<~ b<~<~ 
= hi3 V gt}+le+l(Xt}+l) = he(xt~+l) = xt3- 
It remains to show*:that condition (#)  is still valid. So let &<a"  'and 
r e [D,~--> Do]. Then 
g~,+lh~(r) = h.+l(rf~+l~) = rf .+l,~k. = rf.~. 
Now define D,~ as the inverse limit of the system (D~, gao)~<~e<k" Then D,~ is 
x-continuous and, by our choice of Do, contains [~ as a discrete subspace. 
Consider the continuous maps 
k~ 
D. [D.-+ D0]. 
We already know that 
h,~k,~ = 1D., 
but also for any r e [D,¢ ---> Do], since for any x e D,, 
x= V £ .x~,  
and this is a r -d i rected sup, we have 
k~h~(r)(x)= V h,~(r)o~+l(X~)= V h~+,(rf~+,.~)(x~) 
ot<I¢ or<It  
= V #~+~,,,k~(~)= V ,(f,,,~(x,,)) 
=r V f~,,(~) =,'(x). 
InllUS 
k,,h,~ = llD~__,Oo], and D,, --= [D,~--> Do]. 
Recall that Do was chosen so that Do ~ Do x Do. From this we easily obtain 
D~ x D~ -----[D~  Do] x [D~--, Do] 
-------[Dr--, DoX Do] ~ [D~--, Do]------ D~. 
Consequently 
[Dr --, D~ ] --- [D~ --, [D~ --, DO]] 
----[D. x D.-~.Do] ----- [D.-~ Do]--- D.. 
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7.3. Theorem. There exists a x-continuous lattice D~ satisfying: 
(i) ~ is a discrete subspace of D,~. 
(ii) As a r-inductive poset, D,~ x D,~ = [D,~---> D,~] ~ D,~. 
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8. Discrete subspaces 
Our original motivation for constructing new models of the Z-calculus was to 
show the consistency of certain comprehension principles over Frege Structures. 
What we need is a model in which the collection of 'discrete subspaces' is closed 
under the natural type forming operations of illative combinatory logic. By a 
discrete subspace X of a Z-model M = (A, -) we mean a subset for which any 
function f :X - -~A can be represented by an element f of A in the sense that for 
all a ~ X, f (a)= ( f .  a). It is easy to see that for continuous lattice models this 
definition agrees with the standard topological notion. The purpose of this section 
is to show that the collection of discrete subspaces of D,¢ has some strong closure 
properties. 
8.1. Proposition. The subset of combinatory natural numbers of D,~ forms a 
discrete subspace. 
Proof. From (7.3) we know that the standard natural numbers form a discrete 
subspace of D,~. By using definition by primitive recursion, which is available in 
any model of the Z-calculus, it is easy to show that this sub-space is homeomor- 
phic to the subspace determined by the combinatory natural numbers. 
The basic type ~ is therefore represented by a discrete subspace of D,~. The 
next result shows that the collection of discrete subspaces i dosed under 'disjoint 
unions'. This transfinite type forming operation includes ordinary cartesian 
product as a special case. 
8.2. Proposition. Suppose A is a discrete subspace of D,~ and for each a • A, B~ is 
a discrete subspace of D,~. Then the set 
F, Ba= {(a, b);a •A and b 
aEA 
is also a discrete subspace of D~. 
Proof. Let (a, b ) e EaEA Ba. Choose U, V open in D,, so that 
UAA={a} and VAB~={b}.  
Since the projections ~r0 and Xl are continuous the set 
W "- ,~'[olU n ~r l lV  
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is open. But clearly 
WAZB~={(a ,b )} .  
a~A 
The transfinite type forming operation corresponding to function spaces can be 
given a natural formulation in the present setting as follows. Let A be a subset of 
D,, and let B~ be a subset of D,~ for each a e A. Then 
l-I B~= {f eD,~;VaeA((fa)eBa)}. 
a cA  
Since D,¢ -- [D,,--~ D,,] has the r-box product topology, one might expect that for 
A of cardinality less than r and each Ba discrete, I-L~A B~ would also be discrete. 
This need not be so however, since two distinct elements f and g of ILiA B~ may 
be extensionally equal: 
for all a ~ A, (fa) = (ga). 
What is true is that equivalence classes under extensional equality form open 
subsets of ILiA Ba. to obtain a discrete product we choose some well-ordering 
of D,~ and define 
I-I* B,, = {f ; Va ~ A ((fa) ~ Ba) and 'fig ('Ca ¢A (( fa)= (ga))::> f <~ g)}. 
aEA 
8.3. Proposition. Suppose A is a subset of D,, of cardinality less than r and for 
each a ~ A, B~ is a discrete subspace of D,,. Then 
(i) For each f ~ IIa~A Ba, the set {y ~ I'L~A B~; Va eA  ((ga) = (fa))} is an open 
subset of Ha~A B~. 
(ii) II~A Ba forms a discrete subspace of D,,. 
Proof. (ii) follows at once from (i). 
For (i), let f e ILiA Ba. Choose for each a ~ A, Ua open so that~ 
Let 
8o n vo = {(fa)). 
w = {g; Va A (ga) eu . 
Then W is open and 
g wn l-I Bo 
a~A 
iff Va ~ A ((ga) e Ba N Ua) 
iff Va ~ A (ga = fa). 
9. An application 
In this last section we will show how the model D~, for the appropriate choice 
of r,  can be used to prove the consistency of a type-free system adequate for all 
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non-set-theoretic mathematics. We assume the reader is familiar with Flagg/ 
Myhill [3] where the type-free system (EFL) was set up. The system we will now 
show consistent is an extension of (EFL) obtained by adding a schema which 
asserts that all finite types are discrete. 
The notation and terminology developed in [3] will be used here also. Recall 
that the property of being a discrete class is represented formally by the term 
D ---- (A; qgA & :lfVa, a' •A  [(a =a '  ~(faa')  =0)  & (a =/:a' =>(faa') = 1)]}. 
Also the Comprehension Rule is the inference rule: 
CR 
Vx • A 3y cp(x, y) 
{x • A, cp(x, y), cp(x, y')} 
~A y =y' 
3f Vx • A cp(Xl, fX). 
As in Section 4 of [3], define subsets # and ~ of D,¢ as least fixed points of the 
appropriate simultaneous inductive definition. With the same argument as that 
used to prove Lemma 5.5. of [3], we obtain 
9.1. Lemma. For any A • D,~, 
~ ~A iff ~A and {a;l::Aa} forms a discrete subspace of D,¢. 
Since D,~ is an injective space, it follows at once from 10.1 that each instance of 
CR is valid in D,~. 
Now choose a well-ordering of D,¢ and modify the construction of ..~ and .~ as in 
Section 6 of [3]. We obtain a model of (EFL). 
9.2. Definition. The collection of finite types is the subset of the set of terms of 
(EFL) defined inductively by the following clauses: 
(i) t~ is a finite type. 
(ii) If A and B are finite types, then so are A x B and [A -~ B]. 
Consider the schema 
(**) ~A for all finite types A. 
One can easily show that (EFL)+ (**) contains a Principia-style finite-type 
theory and so is adequate to capture all non-set-theoretic mathematics. 
Let r = 7 +. By our work in Section 8, we at once obtain 
9.3. Lemma. The schema (**)/s valid in D,~. 
9.4. Theorem. The system (EFL) + (**)/s consistent. 
The explicit mention of types in the schema (**) is quite inelegant. Moreover, 
16 R. C. Flagg 
the results of Section 9 will certainly validate much stronger schemata than (**). 
We are currently working on a joint paper with John Myhill in which the methods 
developed here will be used to show the consistency of a more natural type-free 
system extending (ZFC). 
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